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Advanced design students from UM exhibit works for a month in Helena
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Students from advanced design courses taught by Maxine Blackmer, an associate professor of art at the University of Montana in Missoula, are exhibiting their works for a month at the Montana Historical Museum, Helena.

Works in the exhibit, which opened Saturday in Helena, include jewelry, wood and metal constructions, a music box, a carved pipe, and other cast and fabricated items made during winter quarter this year.

University students who have works in the exhibit include:

Richard H. Bakko, Billings; Jay E. Schaber, Bonner; Randy L. Brosten and Gerald G. Hagen, Great Falls; Elizabeth A. Smith, Hamilton; Sharon Lee Brant, Joseph E. Crabtree, A. Marina Graham, Norman R. Halverson, James W. Hausauer and Vickie Renee Peterson, all of Missoula; Alan S. Doe, Philadelphia, Pa., and Steven W. Schaack, Jamestown, N.D.
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